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ATTACHMENT B - SCOPE OF WORK
WATER LEAK DETECTION SERVICES
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INTRODUCTION

The American Samoa Power Authority (ASPA) is seeking proposals from experienced and qualified
leak detection Contractors for a comprehensive Water Leak Detection Survey and pinpointing project
to cover some areas of ASPA’s water distribution system. The water distribution system is made up
of approximately 150 miles of water mains (4” to 24” diameter) and more than 150 miles of service
laterals (3” and smaller diameter).
2

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

The goal of this project is to reduce ASPA’s high Non-Revenue Water (NRW) of ~65% to below
20% by performing a comprehensive leak detection survey of ASPA’s water distribution system and
pinpointing the leaks on approximately 40 miles of its 150 miles of water mains (4” to 24” diameter)
and approximately 44 miles of its 150 miles of water laterals (3” and smaller diameter).
2.1

Equipment

Electronic acoustical listening equipment or a combined acoustic logger and leak noise correlator,
sonic leak detection sound amplification instrument designed for leak detection work or other
recognized leak detection technology shall be employed.
Contractor is to provide a vehicle capable of transporting all necessary leak detection equipment. As
part of their proposal, contractors must document the type and style of equipment they will be using
for the survey. The following equipment is considered to be mandatory for a comprehensive survey
of this type:
Modern electronic acoustic leak detectors with both Ground Microphones and Contact
Microphones, Leak noise correlators and remote radio controlled Logging equipment as standard
equipment.
Ø A Computerized Leak Correlator that can be used on areas of the system that can’t
be done by conventional listening devices. These correlators listen to leaks from at
least two microphone points and attempt to measure the distance to the leak from the
microphone points after pipe diameter, length and type have been provided.
Correlators can be “Real Time” or “Logging Correlators” and must have overview
functions to do a large system survey. Results must be made available in both
computerized display and as color printable documents.
Ø Logging devices that can be placed on non-metallic pipe sections (if any are needed
to prove pipe integrity). These loggers will remain in place overnight in areas and
measure sound when water use is low and potential leaks can be heard more easily.
Results must be made available in both computerized display and as color printable
documents.
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Ø Digital automatic line tracers that can be used to map certain areas where prints or
plans are not available.
Ø Ferrous “Box Locators” that are sensitive enough to locate Valve and Service Boxes
if needed.
The Contractor must list all equipment to be used as part of their proposal. All Contractor’s
Equipment brought by the Contractor onto the Site shall be deemed to be intended to be used
exclusively for the execution of the Contract. The Contractor shall not remove the same from the Site
without the Project Manager’s consent that such Contractor’s Equipment is no longer required for
the execution of the Contract.
Unless otherwise specified in the Contract, upon completion of the Works, the Contractor shall
remove from the Site all Equipment brought by the Contractor onto the Site and any surplus materials
remaining thereon.
2.2

Procedure

The Contractor will be provided with the most up to date system map available showing the water
main size and approximate location of each well, water tank, hydrant, gate valves, meters, and other
appurtenances in the system.
The Contractor shall furnish trained field technician(s) with at least 10 years of hands on leak
detection experience to complete this work. The Contractor shall perform their best effort to pinpoint
all existing leaks.
The initial survey may be performed on contact points within the system provided that leak sounds
travel the entire distance between contact points. If leak sounds may not be heard the entire distance
between points as a result of pipe material, contact point spacing, equipment sensitivity, or any other
factor, a ground microphone must be used to listen directly over the pipe at an appropriate interval.
All areas that contain AC / PVC or any other non-metallic pipe shall be checked by not only listening
on the gate valves and hydrants but by also walking directly over the pipeline and checking for leaks
at every 10 feet or less.
For each area to be surveyed, the contractor shall determine the distance quiet leak sounds travel in
various pipe materials and pressure zones. This can be accomplished by slightly opening fire
hydrants, hose bibs etc. Appurtenances in that area are then checked with a sound amplification
instrument to determine how far sound travels, thus establishing how often the contractor must make
direct contact with appurtenances in a given portion of the water distribution system. The contractor
shall then make direct contact with water system appurtenances, as required, to complete the survey.
When direct contact is not possible, proceed using sound amplification as described in the
“Equipment” section.
Any and all damage that is found during the survey is to be reported to ASPA’s representative at the
end of each day, such as broken hydrants, missing hydrant caps, valve or curb boxes with missing
covers, etc.
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Pinpointing and Listening Points
The contractor shall:
Ø Listen directly to all hydrants
Ø Listen directly to all mainline valves
Ø Listen directly to all meter/meter settings or curb valves
Ø Listen directly over mainlines with a ground microphone when necessary
A pinpointing phase shall be conducted to re-listen to suspect sounds found during the initial listening
survey in order to determine the leak location. The pinpointing phase is restricted to the use of
correlators and/or ground microphones. In both instances an electronic pipe locator shall be used to
determine pipe location and direction prior to pinpointing the leak. If correlators are used to identify
the leak location, a ground microphone shall be used to confirm the correlator results.
Marking and Reporting of Leaks
The contractor shall mark the location of the leak on the surface using blue marking paint or a wooden
stake; and any and all leaks that are found during the survey are to be reported to the ASPA Water
office as soon as possible. If the contractor believes that the found leak is serious and critical in
nature, the ASPA Water office must be contacted immediately at a phone number which will be
provided for this purpose. The Contractor shall report any and all evidence of water theft and
unauthorized connections to the project manager.
Whenever ASPA completes the repairs of leaks detected by the Contractor prior to completion of the
Contractor’s field work for the survey or pinpointing of leaks, the Contractor shall re-survey that
section of the system to be sure no very quiet leaks are missed. The Contractor shall not charge ASPA
for the re-survey of these sections.
Whenever ASPA repair crew exposes leak for repair and find no leak, the contractor will be charged
the cost for the crews time and equipment for exposing the dry hole.
Work at night
Leak Detection is mainly carried out during night hours and therefore the ASPA’s consent for all
activities required for or related to Leak Detection Activities is automatically considered granted and
does not have to be requested. Contractor should coordinate this with the Project Manager so ASPAs
representative can accompany the Contractor if needed.
Safety
When the work may require the use of flaggers, the posting of advanced warning signs, barricades,
traffic cones etc., shall be the responsibility of the contractor. All traffic control shall be in
compliance with the current “Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices for Streets and Highways.”
The contractor shall coordinate with the relevant local authority on all matters pertaining to any
required control of vehicular and/or pedestrian traffic in a given project area. All traffic control is
incidental to the contract.
2.3

Reporting

The contractor shall be responsible for preparing a leak report at the conclusion of each survey. The
report shall be submitted to the Project Manager. GPS data shall be collected using sufficiently
accurate equipment to meet ASPA’s GIS standard. Contractor shall submit daily, weekly, and
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monthly reports to monitor progress and receive data to input into the GIS. At minimum, the report
shall include the following information:
Ø Summary tables of number and types of leaks detected and repaired (repair work to be
completed by ASPA crew) to include the following
o Location of each leak;
o A description of each leak;
o Leaks rated in order of severity;
o An estimate of the flow rate of each leak (in gallons per minute);
o The date the leak was pinpointed; and
o GIS coordinates of leaks at sub-meter accuracy
Ø Table with target and intervention minimum night flow for all DMAs
Ø Updated distribution network drawings of all DMAs
Ø GIS coordinates of all water appurtenances in the field at sub-meter accuracy (i.e. valves,
hydrants, etc…)
Reports are to be submitted in the following forms:
Ø Digital copy in the correct format to import into ASPA’s GIS system
Ø Spreadsheet with latitude, longitude, description, diameter, etc… on CD or flash drive
(report can also be emailed)
The above specifications are the minimum requirements that will be accepted by ASPA. However
Contractors are encouraged to offer creative and appropriate alternatives.
2.4

Timing

Proposals must indicate a start and completion date for services.
It is anticipated that:
Ø the services outlined herein would begin within one (1) month after the successful
Contractor is notified;
Ø the services would be performed consecutively in the geographical order most logical
taking all the water system areas involved in this SOW into consideration;
Ø Subject to negotiation with the successful Contractor, the target date for completion of
leak detection services for the targeted areas is within three months of notice to proceed,
with final reports submitted within 1 month of completion of on-site leak detection work.
Ø The contract may be extended based on the owners discretion and availability of funds.
Within thirty days (30) days after the date of signing the Contract Agreement, the Contractor shall
prepare and supply to the Project Manager a program of performance of the Contract showing the
sequence in which it proposes to design and carry out the Leak Detection Services. The Contractor
shall update and revise the program as and when appropriate, but without modification in the Times
for Completion and any extension granted in accordance with the contract, and shall supply all such
revisions to the Project Manager.
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Fees for Leak Detection Services

The fee schedule shall be based on the information and mileage provided in the RFP and included
for surveying and pinpointing of water leaks using advanced amplification and correlator based
equipment:
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Pricing for services shall be per mile;
Cost per Mile, Estimated total mileage and Estimated Total Cost of project;
Description of how the mileage measurement is determined for the cost basis;
Estimated days to complete the project;
Date Contractor can start services;
Proposal prices shall be held for 90 days from proposal date.

Distances of piping listed in this proposal are given to the best of our ability and by surveyed areas
known. In the event that actual distance of piping to be surveyed by the Contractor are in question,
the area in dispute can be measured out with the input of the local contractor and the appointed project
manager at a convenient and agreed upon time where the area in question can be measured with a
wheel survey.
A change from this RFP in the distance of pipe to be included in the contract, either greater or lesser,
shall not affect the per mile price of the contract.
The Contractor shall submit its proposal fees in a separate sealed envelope and not as part of its
technical proposal.
2.6

Services Provided by ASPA

ASPA will provide the following:
Ø ASPA will furnish a complete set of maps and line data on the water distribution systems
to be surveyed, showing line size, type, and location of mains, valves, and fire hydrants.
(See Appendix A for GIS Maps)
Ø ASPA will furnish all reports produced by ASPA’s Water Loss & Pressure Management
(WLPS) consultant with DMAs, field data, and any information needed by the Leak
Detection Contractor to assist in the work. (See Appendix B)
Ø ASPA will make the water system, valves, valve boxes, customer service stops and boxes
(as required) accessible by hand, operating key or probe. As necessary, ASPA shall assist
in field locating pipelines within the designated area to be surveyed.
Ø ASPA will provide a helper at all times to assist in locating and to operate valves, services,
hydrants, remove valve box lids, etc., and generally provide information to assist the
Contractor’s technician as needed.
Ø ASPA will work with the Contractor to provide additional access points on the water
system whenever possible in order to effectively pinpoint leaks when normal contact
points are not available within a reasonable distance for correlation. This shall be a last
resort as the Contractor shall first attempt other methods and procedures as described in
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the Scope of Work.

2.7

Water Distribution System Data

All data is approximated. The values given may be greater than or less than actual quantities found
during the field investigation.
The source of water supply for ASPAs water system is from 50 groundwater wells. These water
wells produce an average of 12.5 to 13.1 million gallons a day (MGD). The ASPA water system is
metered with approximately 9,434 services; this includes approximately 8,514 residential, 913
commercial/government customers, and 9 industrial customers. The average daily demand ranges
from 4.5 to 5.0 MGD. The calculated Non-Revenue Water (NRW) is estimated to be sixty five
percent.
The water distribution pipeline network consists of approximately 150 miles of existing water main
and approximately 150 miles of service laterals. The majority of service laterals are polyethylene
(PE) pipes. Table 1 details the water distribution system according to pipeline length and diameter.
The pipelines are primarily made of PVC and asbestos cement and range in age up to approximately
60 years with the majority of pipelines installed in the 1960s and 1970s.
Table 1- Water Distribution Waterline Network
Pipe
Type

Est. Length
(mi)
Water Mains
PVC - Polyvinyl
82.3
Chloride Pipe
ACP - Asbestos
31.5
Concrete Pipe
DIP - Ductile Iron
17.7
Pipe
GIP - Galvanized
5.1
Iron Pipe
CIP - Cast Iron
2.4
Pipe
STL - Steel Pipe
0.2
Sub-Total
150
Water Laterals
Service laterals
150
(Mostly PE –
Polyethylene Pipes)
TOTAL
300

Pipe Size
Range (in)
4"-18"
4"-24"
6"-16"
4"-6"
4"-10"
6"-12"

<= 3”
<3”-24”

The existing Central Water Distribution System has been broken down into five (5) District Metered
Areas (DMA) which are then broken down further into smaller sub-DMAs. Table 2 shows the
DMA’s for the Central Water System with corresponding NRW data.
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Table 2- Central Water System District Metered Areas with corresponding average NRW (YR-2014)
DMA
Central I (CI)
CI-1: Upstream Iliili
CI-2: Downstream Iliili
CI-3: Viatogi
Central II (CII)
CII-1: Upstream Fagaalu
CII-2: Downstream
Fagaalu
Leone to Fagamalo (LF)
Pavaiai System (PS)
Pago to Onenoa (PO)
PO-1: Upstream Utusia
PO-2: Utusia to Alofau
PO-3: Downstream
Alofau

NRW
(gpm)
1,683
274
1,290
119
1,818
643
1,175

NRW
(%)
69%
71%
70%
57%
52%
59%
49%

187
585
922
798
34
90

39%
67%
73%
75%
20%
61%

Note: Some DMA routes overlap.

Due to budget constraints, this scope of work will ONLY include the areas highlighted in Table 2;
CI-2: Downstream Iliili, CII-1: Upstream Fagaalu, and CII-2: Downstream Fagaalu. These DMAs
account for more than 50% of the NRW in the ASPA water system. The main objective of this work
is to reduce the NRW in these DMAs to below 20%. If more funding becomes available during the
term of this contract, ASPA may decide to extend the work to other DMAs starting from highest to
lowest NRW as shown in Table 2. Table 3 shows the pipe type and lengths for the three DMAs.
Table 3: Total Length of Pipes in CI-2, CII-1 & CII-2 DMAs
Pipe
Type

Est. Length
(mi)
Water Mains
PVC - Polyvinyl Chloride
23.4
Pipe
ACP - Asbestos Concrete
9.8
Pipe
DIP - Ductile Iron Pipe
4.7
GIP - Galvanized Iron Pipe
1.5
CIP - Cast Iron Pipe
0.4
STL - Steel Pipe
0.3
Total Mains
40
Water Laterals
PE – Polyethylene Pipe &
44
Other
Total Laterals
44

Pipe Size
Range (in)
4"-18"
4"-24"
6"-16"
4"-6"
4"-10"
6"-12"

< 3”
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ASPA also has standalone water systems called ‘Satellite System’ that are not connected to its
Central Water System. These satellite systems are not part of this scope of work but may be added
in the future as funding becomes available.
The Contractor may at his discretion sub-divide these DMA’s further to assist with the leak detection
work.
3

PROPOSAL FORMAT

The Contractor shall respond to specific criteria that shall facilitate proposal evaluation. The specific
criteria are presented below. The criteria need not be presented on separate pages.
3.1

Introductory Letter

The letter shall name the person(s) authorized to represent the Contractor in any negotiations and
name of the person(s) authorized to sign any contract that may result. The letter shall indicate
insurance carried by the Contractor. An authorized representative for the consulting firm shall sign
the proposal letter.
3.2

Firms Capabilities

This criterion relates to the firm’s capabilities and resources in relation to this project.
1. Are resources available to perform the work for the duration of the project?
2. What similar projects by type and location have been performed within the last three years,
which best characterize work quality and cost control?
3. Has the firm completed similar projects with other Pacific Island agencies with similar
conditions as American Samoa?
4. Has the firm demonstrated that they follow internal procedures and/or policies associated to
this project’s services to provide quality control and quality assurance necessary to complete
the project in a timely and cost effective manner?
3.3

Project Approach

This criterion relates to the Contractor identifying the action to be taken to achieve the objectives
outlined in the scope of work. It should include the proposed scope of work, tasks, and project
schedule.
The Contractor shall include in a separate sealed envelope their proposal fees for leak detection
services as presented in Section 2.5. The technical proposal will be evaluated first separate from the
proposed price which will be evaluated after the technical proposal evaluation is completed.
3.4

Support Information

Support information shall be limited to that which is pertinent to the submittal. Material shall
include sample final report and equipment list and should include references, resumes, etc. ASPA
shall be seeking services of the most qualified Contractor.
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1

Introduction

This Progress Report is the fifth output from Contract: Provision of Professional Services for
Non-Revenue Water Technical Assistance.
It covers the works done during the period of time between November 6th and 20th. It must
be read as a continuation of the works and recommendations written in the reports delivered
as part of the Contract FY13-1136 during 2013 and the Progress Report I, II, III and IV as part
of the Contract ASPA14.1185.WTR.NONREVENUE WATER

2

Activities

During this period of time the following activities were done:







3

ASPA’s Engineering Department, NRW Task Force and ASPA’s management, several
meetings.
Field investigation at Wellfield, Tafuna, Fagaalu to Utulei, Tramway Tank and Well 101.
Data analysis Central I and II Systems.
Leak detection survey at the following areas:
 Wellfield to McDonalds, including all Tafuna Area up to CostULess
 Well 101 to COM2
 Fagaalu to Utulei, including Hospital area and low Tramway Tank area
Recommendation and Work Plan for all the systems.

Central II

3.1 Well 101
Well 101 area supply flow was assessed several times since late 2013.
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The flow at the different points in August recorded the following values:
Flow
Average

COM2
237

COM7
247

COM8
102

COM9
14

The average Well 101 flow is 546gpm, so the water balance between Well 101 and COM7
location is 183gpm (546-(247+102+14)).
There are some houses connected to the 12” main and a 2” pipe with a recorded flow of 2gpm,
and their consumption must be taken in consideration in the water balance, but the flow is,
overall, on line with previous values of 150gpm losses.
Therefore, one of the priority areas to perform leak detection was this segment of pipe. An
important leak was identified at the main feeding the houses just downstream of the Well 101
compound, through an inspection of the nearby stream, estimated at 5.3gpm, and it was
quickly repaired. It was not possible to detect any leak with the listening stick or correlator as
the pump noise was too loud, and a night survey was planned to perform it.

3.1.1 Works performed on November 10th
During the night of November 10th the Well 101 pump was stopped and one correlator’s
transducers were installed at the Well and upstream the PRV at COM8. The PRV noise was too
loud to allow any leak noise to be recorded by the correlator, so the valve upstream the PRV
was closed. Unfortunately no leak noise was recorded.
Trying to find the 150gpm losses, a new night test was scheduled.
3.1.2 Works performed on November 12th
To identify the location of the losses a new night work was performed. The program consisted
in closing the known valves at COM9, COM8 and COM7 to assess the increase of the flow and
pressure at the Well 101.
To avoid any damage in the 12” main or the well pump, the following cares were performed:
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All the house connections and the 2” submain were kept opened
The automatic Well 101 increase of pressure switch was assessed.
A permanent assessment of flow and pressure at the Well 101 was performed during
the whole exercise.
The last valve to be closed, COM7, deliver the biggest flow and will not be fully close.

The exercise summary is the following:
Status

Well 101
Pressure
55
57
74
110

Start (COM 9,8 and 7 valves open)
COM 9 closed (COM8 and 7 open)
COM 8 closed (COM9 closed and COM7 open)
COM 7 (90% closed, for only 30 seconds)

Flow
503
503
467
267

Some points to highlight from the exercise:


The reduction in the Well 101 flow recorded by the well flow meter does not
match the previous flow values for COM9 (14gpm) and overall for COM8
(102gpm). The flow recorded at COM8 before the closing of its valve was 85gpm.



The flow at COM7 with the valve 90% closed is difficult to quantify. The COM
installed, unfortunately, did not work that night. But the values at COM2
increased from 260 to 340 (when COM9 and 8 were closed) and drop to 40gpm
when COM7 was partially closed.



The 267gpm recorded at Well 101 can be less if we consider the water flowing
through the COM7 (at least 40gpm as per COM2 records), the consumption on
line and the 2” submain, but clearly shows an important volume of water lost.

The 180gpm losses recorded in August 2014 are on line with the values from November 12th
exercise. It indicates a malfunction of the Well 101 flow meter or the existence of an unknown
connection.
3.1.3

Well 101 Flow Meter test

To assess the accuracy of Well 101 flow
meter, two COMs (one Primayer and one
Greyline) were installed in the main and a
MeterMaster flow logger at the flow
meter. The installation of the COMs is not
optimal as they are close to the 90 degrees
bend but there is not any room to install
them on other place.
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The Primayer read a difference of 100gpm with the MeterMaster but the Greyline just 10gpm.
The difference recorded by the Primayer is the amount of water we were looking for and
indicates that the well flow meter is not reading accurately but the Greyline values show
something completely different.
To test all the equipment it was recommended to install them on other well with a straight
segment of pipe, ideally 5 to 10 diameters, to assess them. ASPA has scheduled the meter to
be replaced.

3.2 Tramway Tank
Several COM were installed to assess the flows coming in and out from Tramway Tank:





COM 5
12” main tank feeder/discharge
6” main connected to the 12”
Tramway Booster
COM5

12” dual directional flow

6”

The graph is the following:

Tramway Tank 24-27/10/2014
500
450
400
300

12"

250

6"

200

Booster

150

COM5

100
50
0

9:35
13:00
16:25
19:50
23:15
2:40
6:05
9:30
12:55
16:20
19:45
23:10
2:35
6:00
9:25
12:50
16:15
19:40
23:05
2:30
5:55

gpm

350
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And shows:




COM5 average flow is 219gpm supplying constantly to the tank.
The Booster supplying 230gpm for 6 hours
The 6” discharge, connected to the 12”, with an average of 263gpm takes all the water
from the Booster when available and the difference from the Tank, or all from the
tank.

The average flow values (in gpm) confirm the settings:
COM5
219

Booster
58

12”
261

6”
263

The flow supplied from Tramway, and it was stated in the last mission, extends further south
to reach customers up to the hill. The pressures down the hill (EPA building) reaches 80psi.

Proposed PRV location

Area supplied by Fagaalu

Area supplied by tramway Tank
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It was requested to install a 4” PRV (at the 6” DIP) to reduce the pressure in the area supplied
by Tramway Tank in 20/30psi. It will allow a reduction in the water lost through leaks and to
deliver more water in the Tank.
Water Operators informed that Tramway Tank is not delivering water to the Pago to Cannery
system since five months ago. This highlight the importance to install the PRV, reduce the
supply of water to Utulei area and prioritize the supply to the canneries.

3.3 Well Field to Nuuuli
3.3.1 Preliminary water balance (October)
The schematic of the network and the flows, with the values recorded until September, is the
following:

During October an IFM was installed at TSM (Airport Rd) and a COM at Lion’s Park. The flow
values were:

TSM 8-9/10/2014
500
450
400
350
250
200
150
100
50
0

13:50
14:40
15:30
16:20
17:10
18:00
18:50
19:40
20:30
21:20
22:10
23:00
23:50
0:40
1:30
2:20
3:10
4:00
4:50
5:40
6:30
7:20
8:10
9:00
9:50
10:40
11:30

gpm

300
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With an average flow of 259 gpm

60

50

50

40

40

30

30

20

20

10

10

0

0

psi

60

Flow
Pressure

10:25
14:05
17:45
21:25
1:05
4:45
8:25
12:05
15:45
19:25
23:05
2:45
6:25
10:05
13:45
17:25
21:05
0:45
4:25
8:05

gpm

Lions Park 24-27/10/2014

With an average flow of 41gpm and 39psi pressure
So the September water balance sketch can be updated as follow:

It indicates a difference in the flow between Wellfields and Laititi of 410gpm (2,556(1,787+80+20+259)).
The consumption for all the Routes from Well Field until Laititi, including Tafuna two northern
Routes (313 and 308), is 116gpm (Routes 322, 307, 313 and 308). The water loss in the
segment from Well Field to Laititi and Northern Tafuna is 294gpm (410-116gpm).

3.3.2 Well field area analysis
The leak detection survey was focused in the area between Wellfield and the intersection at
Airport Rd. The main leaks summary is the following:




Passing valve in the 8” and wellfield intersection (west valve).
One leak in the main and one air valve leaking at the 20”
Four leaks in the 8” main.
- 10 -
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Note: in the leak detection section of this report there is a detailed analysis of the above leaks.

The 8” was surveyed and no leak was found. The 16” did not have pressure and it was not
possible to perform any acoustic survey or to use the correlator. It was planned a night work
with the intention to close valves and increase the pressure in the 16” looking for leaks.
3.3.3 Works performed on November 12th night
After a detailed analysis of the wells flow and pressure and discussions with the operator, it
was possible to update the configuration of the system between the wellfield and the main
road intersection. The sketch is the following:
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Key points:





Wells 167, 172 and 171 deliver water to wellfield system from 5am to 9pm.
The valve at the 12” at Fagaima Rd is open and delivers water until a closed valve close
to Airport Rd.
The 8”valve close to the Main Rd intersection is closed. The water from Wells 46, 33
and 77, connected to the 8”, supply the 16” through a valve close to Fagaima Rd.
Well 89 does not deliver water to the welfield system.

With the above information, the work night consisted in:



close the 12” valve at Fagaima Rd
close the 16” valve at the main Rd

To assess if the pressure increases and if any leak noise can be detected. Flow and pressure
loggers were installed at the wells.
The first valve was fully closed at 23.25Hs and the second partially closed at 0.30Hs, opening
both between 0.45Hs and 1.10Hs.
The two peaks in pressures can be seen in the wells graphs:
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7:20
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Well 66 12-13/11/2014
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17:35
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20:05
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Well 33 12-13/11/2014

It confirmed that there is no leaks in the 8” and 16” between the wells and the Main Rd
intersection.
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3.3.4 November water balance
With the information compiled it is possible to perform a new water balance of the water
supplied from the wellfield up to Airport Rd. The key points are:




Wells 167, 172 and 171 deliver water to wellfield system from 5am to 9pm. The flow
was measured and it is in average, over 24 hours, 553gpm.
The flow from wellfield wells (61, 60, 66, 46, 33, 77, 72 and 81) is 1,973 (Aug13-Feb14
average values).
The well 89 does not supply water to the system, so its 175gpm flow must not be
considered.

The total flow supplied to the system is 2,526gpm (1,973+553=2,526).
An insertion flow meter was installed on the 16” in front of Well 72. It records all the flow
produced by the wells minus Well 81 and the flow going through Fagaima Rd.
The flow recorded was 2,032gpm (21/10/2014) and the flow from Well 81 is 331gpm (Aug13Feb14 average values), totalizing 2,363gpm. The difference between the wellfied production
(2,556) and the previous value (2,363gpm), will give an estimation of the flow going through
Fagaima Rd. It is 193gpm.

A leak detection survey was performed in all the area of Fagaima Rd and two big leaks in a
couple of 1’ submain were found and estimated at 30gpm(details at the Leak Detection report
section). The consumption (Route`315) is 28gpm. The difference is 135gpm which is high and,
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after discussions with the operator, there is the possibility that the valve going south (4” PVC)
is open (to the 6” and 2”) and the water is flowing down up to the Petesa Rd.

The water balance between the Main Rd intersection and the Airport Rd is the following:








The water supplied is 2,363gpm.
The flow at Airport Rd is 2,146gpm.
The consumption is 45gpm (Routes 307 and 322).
The difference (losses) is 172gpm
Four leaks were found in the 8” and two in the 20”, not all repaired yet
The 8” valve is passing and the flow was not estimated
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It is important to remark that many of the flow measurement were performed at different
days so the flow values to perform the water balance can be slightly different. There were
many leaks reported and they are in the process to be fixed, so it is recommended to perform
a new water balance taking in consideration these inputs. But the results is promising and a
clear improve from last mission losses value.

3.4 Fagaalu to Utulei
The measurement location at Blunts Point (20”) was available early October. The flows
recorded at the point and Fagaalu and Utulei is the following:

Central II 3-6/10/2014
2500

gpm

2000
Utulei

1500

Fagaalu

1000

Nuuuli

500

20' Blunts

12:20
14:00
15:40
17:20
19:00
20:40
22:20
0:00
1:40
3:20
5:00
6:40
8:20
10:00
11:40
13:20
15:00
16:40
18:20
20:00
21:40
23:20
1:00
2:40

0

Average flow
Fagaalu
Blunts Point (only the 20” main)
Utulei

3-6/10/14
1,509
1,314
1,132

The above flows were confirmed several times.
A position to try to reach access to the 8”, and the possibility to assess the entire flow coming
from Fagaalu, was found in a bus stop before Blunts Point. ASPA Water Operation will
investigate it.
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3.5 Work Plan
The work plan, to be performed until next mission scheduled in January, is the following:
3.5.1
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Well 101
Assess the accuracy of Well 101 flow meter.
Repair the PRV at COM8 (actually it does not work)
Evaluate the difference in flows recorded in the last days at COM7
Conduct a new water balance at Well 101, COM7, COM8, COM9, COM2 and COM5.
Assign the customers from Routes 209, 212, 214, 215 and 216 to the following sub
systems:
 Downstream COM8
 COM 7 to COM4
 COM4 to COM2
f. Construct a chamber for COM7, 6, 4 and 2.
g. Construct an access and a chamber for COM5

3.5.2
a.
b.
c.
d.

Tramway Tank
Asses the elevation of the highest customer in the area and at Gatavai.
Install a 4” PRV in the 6” DIP pipe.
Install all the pressure loggers in the previous points plus at the highest customers.
Reduce the downstream pressure, in several steps, until a minimum of 10psi is
reached at the highest customer.
e. Record Tramway Tank level for 24 hours to compare with previous values (point b)
f. Deliver water to the main system and to the canneries, stopping the Booster as a first
step

3.5.3 Well Field to Nuuuli
a. Install a COM at the intersection of Well 171 and 172 to the 12” Wellfield main to
assess the water delivered by the wells.
b. Conduct a new water balance at Laititi, Well 72 IFM, Well 81 and the12” intersection
(point a) after all the leaks will be repaired.
c. Install the IFM at Shoe Tree, Cinema, Paea and Lions Park positions to verify the
values obtained so far.
d. Install pressure loggers at Tafuna FH to assess pressure variations from our last
measurement and to compare with the flow recently obtained
e. Asess the valve at the 4”PVC coming from Fagaima Rd. If it is open, install pressure
loggers in the area to assess the pressures and evaluate until where the wellfield
water is supplying.
f. Install an IFM at the 8” at Lions Park and assess its flow.
3.5.4 Fagaalu to Utulei
a. Uncover one of the 8” main proposed position or any other available.
b. Install a flow logger equipment (coordinate it with Blounts Pt, Fagaalu and Utulei).
3.5.5 Utulei to Pago
a. Uncover the proposed position at Sadies
- 16 -
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b. Install a COM and measure flow (coordinate it with Utulei, Tramway Tank, Teddi
Bridge and Pago Booster)

4

Central I

4.1 Flow measurement
TSM point was established as a reliable measurement point. During a road construction it was
possible to measure the 16” in front of the Stadium. Its flow, together with TSM and McDonald
are graph bellow:

10/10/2014
800
700
600

gpm

500
16" Stadium

400

McDonalds

300

TSM

200
100

11:01
11:16
11:31
11:46
12:01
12:16
12:31
12:46
13:01
13:16
13:31
13:46
14:01
14:16
14:31
14:46
15:01
15:16

0

Unfortunately the equipment’s at McDonald and TSM had readings for just a couple of hours.
The average flows (between 11 and 13.16Hs) are:
Average flow
TSM
McDonald
Stadium

10/10/14
620
223
65

The values clearly show that Wellfield water reaches the Stadium and even further as the flow
after 13.16Hs is 89gpm average.
This information confirms previous doubts about Iliili supply area and its interrelation with
Wellfield supply area. Its investigation, and the measurement points to assess it, must be a
priority.

4.2 Work Plan
4.2.1 Iliili to Tafuna
a. Install an IFM at the School as soon as the air from the main disappear.
b. Open the positions at the 7th Adventist Church and Cost U less, and install IFM.
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c. A position at the Stadium will be “nice to have” too.

5

Leak Detection

5.1 Leak Detection Survey
The leak detection survey was focused in the three areas agreed with ASPA:




Well 101
Wellfield and Tafuna area
Fagaalu to Utulei

In all the areas the entire mains and service connections were surveyed, walking all the lines,
and the correlator was used to pinpoint the leaks.
A total of 25 leaks were found in the two weeks survey in the three areas. The summary table
is in point 5.1.3 and the individual form with all the leak information, including pictures and
GPS coordinates, are in Appendix A. The estimated total flow, with two big leaks still to be
opened and flow confirmed, is 241.6gpm.
During the entire project four ASPA staff were trained in the leak detection survey
methodology and equipments.
5.1.1 Well 101
The area surveyed was from Well 101 until COM 7 and from there up the hill to the highest
FH, down the hill until COM2.

The number of leak founded were five and the estimated amount of losses is 47.8gpm. There
is one leak more found at Tramway Tank area that must be excavated estimated at 30gpm.
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5.1.2 Wellfield and Tafuna area
The area surveyed was from Wellfield to
Lions Park, down to McDonald and to the
west until Cosco Market, with the
exception of FAA that will be rehabilitated
next December.
The number of leak founded were 14 and
the estimated amount of losses is 153gpm.
One of the jobs is a passing valve at the 8”
main from Wellfield and other at Iliiili.

5.1.3 Fagaalu to Utulei
The area surveyed was from Fagaalu to
Utulie, including the Hospital and part of
Tramway tank supply area (loop behind
EPA and Auditorium).
The number of leak founded were five and
the estimated amount of losses is
11.4gpm. One of the jobs is a passing valve
at the 8” main from Wellfield.
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5.2 Leak Detection Summary
The summary table can be seen below. The complete information for each leak can be found in Appendix A.
Job
Date
Number

Reservoir
Zone

GPS
Coordinate
(S)
14ᵒ
16.972”

GPS
Leak Type
Coordinate
(W)
170ᵒ
Service
41.721”
Line

Visible Leak
Image
Rate
Ref
(gpm)
N
5.3
AS1
AS2

Image Link

1

7/11/2014

Well 101

2

7/11/2014

Well 101

14ᵒ
17.048”

170ᵒ
41.509”

Service
Line

Y

3

7/11/2014

Well 101

14ᵒ
17.041”

170ᵒ
41.479”

4

7/11/2014

Well 101

14ᵒ
17.037”

5

8/11/2014

6

8/11/2014

Comment

Leak
Leak on service pipe supplying
Photographs\07.11.2014\Job compound at Well 101 repaired
1
11/07/14

2

A3 A4

Leak
Leak service line accidentally cut
Photographs\07.11.2014\Job by customer in garden, repaired
2
11/07/14

Meter
Y
Connection

0.5

A5 A6

Leak
Leak on meter connection just
Photographs\07.11.2014\Job before meter chamber, repaired
3
11/07/14

170ᵒ
41.467”

Main

N

30

Wellfields 14ᵒ
to Airport 19.291”
Road

170ᵒ
43.991”

Division
Valve

N

0

AS7
Leak
AS34
Photographs\07.11.2014\Job
AS35
4
AS36
AS37
AS 8 , Leak
AS 9
Photographs\08.11.2014\Job
5

Wellfields 14ᵒ
to Airport 19.281”
Road

170ᵒ
43.940”

Main

N

10
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AS10,
AS11,
AS12

Leak on main in road, Estimate
flow to be around 30gpm to be
confirmed on excavation.

Division valve sounds like it is
letting water through

Leak
Leak on 200mm main not visible
Photographs\08.11.2014\Job quantify on excavation
6
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7

8/11/2014

Wellfields 14ᵒ
to Airport 19.297”
Road

170ᵒ
43.840”

Air Valve

N

0.2

AS13

8

8/11/2014

Wellfields 14ᵒ
to Airport 19.186”
Road

170ᵒ
43.642”

Main

N

10

AS14 , Leak
Leak on 200mm main not visible
AS15
Photographs\08.11.2014\Job quantify on excavation
8

9

8/11/2014

Wellfields 14ᵒ
to Airport 19.180”
Road

170ᵒ
43.620”

Main

N

1

10

8/11/2014

Airport
Road

14ᵒ
19.297”

170ᵒ
43.456”

Service
Line

N

10

AS16
AS17
AS18
AS44
AS19
AS20

11

10/11/2014 Well 101

14ᵒ
19.614”

170ᵒ
43.683”

Service
Line

N

10

AS21
AS22
AS23
AS24
AS38
AS39

12

10/11/2014 Eastside

14ᵒ
16.239”

170ᵒ
40.969”

Main

N

30

AS25
AS26

13

11/11/2014 12"
Airport
Road

14ᵒ
16.239”

170ᵒ
40.969”

Service
Line

N

20

AS27
AS28
AS29
AS30
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Leak
Leak on Air Valve
Photographs\08.11.2014\Job
7

, Leak
Leak on 200mm main, two
, Photographs\08.11.2014\Job quality top sounds confirm if two
, 9
leaks on excavation and also
quantify on excavation.
, Leak
Leak on galvanised line behind K
Photographs\08.11.2014\Job T Mart. Recommend replace
10
galvanised section of pipe and
bypass leak
, Leak
Leak on service supplying meter
, Photographs\10.11.2014\Job serial number 29870105. Area
, 11
has been experiencing poor
,
pressure for some time. Second
,
survey required once repair
completed to check for additional
leaks.
, Leak
Leak on 150m main. Water
Photographs\10.11.2014\Job reported in trench by contractor
12
laying new main. Leak located on
grass verge
, Leak
Leak on service pipe in
, Photographs\11.11.2014\Job customer’s garden in banana
, 13
plot. Attempt to repair leak will
damage banana crop so advise to
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reroute service pipe to bypass
the leak.

14

11/11/2014 12"
Airport
Road

14ᵒ
19.548”

170ᵒ
43.633”

Meter
N
Connection

0.1

AS31 , Leak
Leak on meter connection just
AS32
Photographs\11.11.2014\Job before meter in customers
14
garden

15

11/11/2014 12"
Airport
Road

14ᵒ
19.720”

170ᵒ
43.653”

Redundant
Service

0

AS33

16

13/11/2014 Wellfields 14ᵒ 19.290 170ᵒ
to Airport ”
43.920”
Road

Service
Line

N

20

17

15/11/2014 Fagaalu

14ᵒ
17.765 ”

170ᵒ
40.994 ”

Meter
Y
Connection

0.1

18

15/11/2014 Fagaalu

14ᵒ
17.654 ”

170ᵒ
41.068 ”

Customer

N

0.1

19

15/11/2014 Fagaalu

14ᵒ
17.400 ”

170ᵒ
40.800 ”

Meter
Y
Connection

0.2
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Leak
Please disconnect supply to
Photographs\11.11.2014\Job derelict
property,
branch
15
supplying empty property (shut
off) and derelict house open
ended pipe. If supply turned on
will leak to open ended pipe.
AS40 , Leak
Leak on 1 1/4" service line over
AS41 , Photographs\13.11.14\Job
20" main pinpointed Monday
AS42
16
evening
11/10/14
repaired
(video)
Thursday 11/13/14
, AS43
AS44 , Leak
Leak on inlet joint to meter in
AS45 , Photographs\15.11.2014\Job garden
AS46
17
AS47 , Leak
Customer side leak on empty
AS48 , Photographs\15.11.2014\Job property has been shut off but
AS49
18
tap is passing, suggest replace
control tap,
AS50 , Leak
Leaking control tap before meter
AS51 , Photographs\15.11.2014\Job
AS52
19
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20

15/11/2014 Fagaalu

14ᵒ
17.222 ”

170ᵒ
40.715 ”

Service
Line

N

1

AS53 , Leak
Leaking service pipe just before
AS54
Photographs\15.11.2014\Job meter
20

21

15/11/2014 Tramway
Tank

14ᵒ
17.116 ”

170ᵒ
41.014 ”

Service
Line

N

10

AS55 , Leak
Trial excavation required over 2"
AS56 , Photographs\15.11.2014\Job service to investigate possible
AS57
21
leak location

22

18/11/2014 Ili Ili

14ᵒ 20.394 170ᵒ
”
43.662 ”

Meter
N
Connection

0.1

AS58 , Leak
Leak on meter outlet connection
AS59 , Photographs\18.11.2014\Job
AS60
22

23

18/11/2014 Fagaima

14ᵒ
19.763 ”

170ᵒ
43.702 ”

Service
Line

N

15

AS61 , Leak
Leak on service line in garden
AS62 , Photographs\18.11.2014\Job close to Kananafou school wall
AS63
23

24

18/11/2014 Petesa
Road

14ᵒ 19.805 170ᵒ
”
43.445 ”

Service
Line

N

51

AS64 , Leak
Three leaks located on 2" service
AS65 , Photographs\18.11.2014\Job line to bike shop, excavated and
AS66
24
repaired 11/19/2014

25

20/11/2014 Ili Ili

14ᵒ 20.512 170ᵒ
”
43.950 ”

Service
Line

N

15

AS67 , Leak
Leak on service line behind
AS68 , Photographs\20.11.2014\Job banana trees
AS69
25
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5.3 Recommendations
WLPM team recommend the following points to improve the leak detection (LD) survey
project at ASPA:


ASPA has two LD teams working under different management with different way of
work, priorities and outcomes. It is recommended to create one unique team with a
centralized management.



The team must work in a systematic and effective way as described below:
 A close area must be selected (ideally with the level of losses defined previously
to know “what are you looking for”).
 A map area with all the fittings, service connections and main connections must
be printed. It will help to plan the surveys and to avoid any missing fitting or
service connection during the survey.
 The LD survey must be done walking all the lines and service connections,
listening to each fitting, service connection and meter.
 Each leak must be reported in the “Leak form” with all the information
recorded, overall: GPS coordinates, leak type, estimated flow, pipe or service
connection material and pictures.
 The GPS is a key data as it will allow to update ASPA maps and to obtain better
and reliable maps to keep the project going during the following steps.
 Produce an area summary with all the Leak Form information. The total
estimated amount of water leaking through the found leaks must be checked
with the flow at the different COMs and in line meters.



The LD team must use ASPA available correlator to pinpoint leaks and reduce the size
of the excavations.

It is estimated that the whole island can be surveyed within 3 to 4 months, and the
exercise must be repeated continuously. Each area swipe must be compared with the
one done before and a data analysis must be performed. (As an example Sydney Water
has two contractors to survey its entire network, 12,00Km, each year to keep its water
leaks low. The same survey was done for the last 10 years. WLPM team has a 3 years
contract ongoing for this project).

6

Appendix A: Leak Detection forms
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1

Introduction

This Progress Report is the sixth output from Contract: Provision of Professional Services for
Non-Revenue Water Technical Assistance.
It covers the works done during the period of time between January 29th and February 11th. It
must be read as a continuation of the works and recommendations written in the reports
delivered as part of the Contract FY13-1136 during 2013 and the Progress Report I, II, III, IV
and V as part of the Contract ASPA14.1185.WTR.NONREVENUE WATER

2

Activities

During this period of time the following activities were done:





3

ASPA’s Engineering Department, NRW Task Force and ASPA’s management, several
meetings.
Field investigation at Wellfield, Tafuna, Fagaalu to Utulei, Tramway Tank and Well 101.
Data analysis Central I and II Systems.
Recommendation and Work Plan for all the systems.

Central II

3.1 Well 101
Well 101 area supply flow was assessed on February 2nd and 3rd after the leak detection and
Flow Meter investigation performed last November.

The flows recorded (in gpm) are:
Flow
Average

COM2
210

COM7
220

COM8
140

COM5
210
-4-
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The flow (in gpm) at the same locations recorded in August the following values:
Flow
Average

COM2
237

COM7
247

COM8
102

COM9
14

The points to highlight are:





There is a clear reduction in COM7 flow
COM8 flow increased to 140gpm in consequence (38gpm more than the previously
102, mostly going to leaks).
COM2/5 reduced from 237 to 210gpm, less water to Tramway, following COM7 flow
reduction.

These flows indicated a problem with the PRV settings. Further investigations stated that the
PRV downstream pressure was set at 40psi instead of the previous value of 20psi allowing an
unnecessary increase of flow at COM8.
The PRV settings were back to normal (18psi) on Friday 6th. The flows recorded are:
Flow
Average




3.1.1

COM2
204

COM7
223

COM8
92

COM8 shows a reduction, even to August value, linked with the setting of downstream
pressures to 18psi (before it was 20psi), which reduce even more the leak volume.
COM7 is lower, and COM2 in consequence, and could be linked with system setting.
These values must be confirmed in the following weeks.

Well 101 Flow Meter test

Last November, to assess the accuracy of
Well 101 flow meter, two COMs (one
Primayer and one Greyline) were installed
in the main and a MeterMaster flow logger
at the flow meter. The installation of the
COMs is not optimal as they are close to
the 90 degrees bend but there is not any
room to install them on other place.

The Primayer read a difference of 100gpm with the MeterMaster but the Greyline just 10gpm.
The difference recorded by the Primayer is the amount of water we were looking for and
indicates that the well flow meter is not reading accurately but the Greyline values show
something completely different.
-5-
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ASPA Water Operation Department is awaiting the arrival of flow meter to proceed to its
change.

3.2 Tramway Tank proposed PRV
Several studies were performed in the Utulei and Gatavai area supplied from the Tramway
Tank. The pressure level at those areas are between 80 and 40psi as it was stated in previous
reports.

Proposed PRV location

Area supplied by Fagaalu

Gatavai and Utulei area supplied by Tramway
Tank, proposed to have a pressure reduction

It was requested to install a 4” PRV (at the 6” DIP) to reduce the pressure in the area supplied
by Tramway Tank in 20/30psi. It will allow a reduction in the water lost through leaks and to
keep more water in the Tank to be delivered to the Canneries. The aim is to stop the use of
the Tramway Booster, today pumping from 11pm to 5am with a 230gpm average flow
(69,000g/day), and to deliver this amount of water to the canneries.
A field investigation was performed with ASPA Water Operation to identify the best location
to install the PRV. The survey was performed and ASPA will install it in the coming days.
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PRV proposed location

3.3 Well Field to Nuuuli
3.3.1 Well field to Laitti
The schematic of the network and the flows, with the values recorded until November, is the
following:

It indicates a difference in the flow between Wellfields and Laititi of 410gpm (2,556(1,787+80+20+259)).
After the leak detection survey performed last November, several leaks were repaired in the
8” pipe upstream Laititi. The new flows were assessed on February 4th and 5th and recorded
2,030gpm at Laititi and 80gpm at Shoe Tree which represents an increase of 240 gpm in the
water delivered to Nuuuli.
The 240gpm recovered from leaks plus the 190gpm recorded at Fagaima Rd equal to the
difference in the flow between Wellfields and Laititi indicating no leaks in the segment.
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3.3.2 Laititi to Nuuuli
The 240 gpm increase recorded at Laititi did not arrive at Nuuuli in line flow meter. In effect,
the flows recorded early February at Nuuuli show an average value of 1,551gpm, the same as
previous values.
A new IFM was installed at Cinema, between 6th 6am and 8th 6am, and registered the bellow
values:



Laititi
Cinema

1,907
1,548

The difference is 350gpm, even more of the value we were looking for (240gpm) but it clear
shows a difference of flow between the two points we did not have before.
A new IFM was installed at Paea to assess the flow at this point.

3.4 Work Plan
The work plan is the following:
3.4.1 Well 101
a. Install a new FM at Well 101
b. Conduct a new water balance at Well 101, COM7, COM8, COM9, COM2 and COM5 to
verify the values obtained on 9/2/15.
c. Assign the customers from Routes 209, 212, 214, 215 and 216 to the following sub
systems:
 Downstream COM8
 COM 7 to COM4
 COM4 to COM2
d. Construct a chamber for COM7, 6, 4 and 2.
e. Construct an access and a chamber for COM5
3.4.2
a.
b.
c.

Tramway Tank
Install a 4” PRV in the 6” DIP pipe as defined.
Install pressure loggers in the previously studied FH plus at the highest customers.
Reduce the downstream pressure, in several steps, until a minimum of 10psi is
reached at the highest customer.
d. Record Tramway Tank level for 24 hours to compare with previous values.
e. Deliver water to the main system and to the canneries, stopping the Booster as a first
step

3.4.3 Well Field to Nuuuli
a. Conduct a new water balance at Laititi, Shoe Tree, Cinema, Paea and Nuuuli to verify
the previous values.
b. Verify Tago Booster flows for October and February to verify any change in the
average values.
c. In case they are confirmed, conduct a leak detection survey in the 20” and 8” mains.
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d. Install a COM at the intersection of Well 171 and 172 to the 12” Wellfield main to
assess the water delivered by the wells.
e. Change the valve at Lions Park as it cannot close properly.
3.4.4 Fagaalu to Utulei
a. Uncover one of the 8” main proposed position or any other available.
b. Install a flow logger equipment (coordinate it with Blounts Pt, Fagaalu and Utulei).

4

Central I

4.1 Flow measurement at Iakina and Water Balance
In previous reports it was stated the importance of a flow measurement point downstream
Iliili in line FM as the water supplied to the area seems excessive.
A flow measurement point was installed at
the 7th Adventist Church at Iakina allowing
the use of an IFM

The flow recorded was 1,940gpm, which is on line with the flow recorded at Iliili FM (950gpm)
plus the flow delivered by Well 62 (260gpm), Well 76 (310gpm) and Well 84 (310gpm). An IFM
was also installed at Mc Donald:

2-3/2/2015
2,500

gpm

2,000
1,500
1,000

Iakina

500

McDonalds

10:40:00 AM
12:10:00 PM
1:40:00 PM
3:10:00 PM
4:40:00 PM
6:10:00 PM
7:40:00 PM
9:10:00 PM
10:40:00 PM
12:10:00 AM
1:40:00 AM
3:10:00 AM
4:40:00 AM
6:10:00 AM
7:40:00 AM

0

A sketch of the water system, with flow recorded early February, is the following:
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The water balance is the following:
Water supplied to the area,




Iakina
Fagaima
TSM

1,940gpm
190gpm (recorded 11/14)
250gpm (recorded 11/14, 150 at Mc Donald)

Totalizing 2,380gpm, minus approximately 60gpm to Fogagogo recorded 7/14, define a total
supplied of 2,300gpm.
The consumption at the area is around 165gpm (50% Route 333 and 328, Routes 321, 313B,
319, 318 and315).
The losses are +/-2,100gpm

4.2 Water pressure studies
Several pressure loggers were installed in the area trying to identify the sector where the
losses are concentrated:
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Some points to highlight:







The difference of pressure between Fogagogo two points (Jamil and Letuli) seem
reasonable, but if we compare Fogagogo Jamil at 70ft with 18psi with Talalelei at 75ft
with 32psi, it is low. The flow measured, some time ago, at the 8” was 60gpm but the
point was close to the Airport fence, quite far from the intersection with the 16” at
the main road.
The low pressures at Stadium can be related with the point that the valve from Iliiili is
throttled as per the water operator informed (and it makes sense with the 100gpm
from McDonalds recorded at the Stadium some months ago).
The difference in pressure between TW1 and TW2 and Kananafou/Friendly and Avei
is important and could indicate the area where the leaks are concentrated.
Two areas were defined for leak detection surveys, shown in the sketch.

4.3 Work Plan
4.3.1 Iliili to Tafuna
a. Conduct a leak detection survey, in a systematic way and through all the mains and
service connections, in the two area defined.
b. Identify a pressure point at Fogagogo 8”closer to the main road to compare with
Jamil values.
c. Identify a flow point at Fogagogo 8” close the intersection to the 16” to compare with
the 60gpm previously recorded.
d. If the above cannot be done, conduct a step test closing the Tradewinds valve and
recording values at Iakina and Fagagogo.
e. Open a flow measurement point at Tradewinds, TMM and Friendly toasess the water
supplied to the study area.
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